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Second Quarter 2015 Market Commentary 

  

We start every market commentary by highlighting an observation from our previous commentary.  

Here is what we said last quarter: 

 

Finally, 2015 marks the beginning of a six-year positive streak in the markets.  The S&P 500 has not posted a 

negative return since the market low in March of 2009.  It’s probably unrealistic to think we can continue to post 

positive returns forever.  Eventually we will experience a pullback in the equity markets.  To prepare for that time we 

suggest letting a cash cushion accumulate despite the non-existent returns paid on that capital.  It does not feel good 

when your cash isn’t earning anything, but you will appreciate it all the more when it anchors the value of your 

portfolio in a downturn. 

 

That observation still sounds reasonable to us.  The upside of reprinting a previous quote is that you 

can add even more insight based upon new, prevailing information.  On that score we missed one 

thing.  This one comes from Wall Street analysts who love market axioms, prognostications and 

forecasts based on weird statistics.  So, here goes:  In the history of the stock market, there has never 

been a negative market in a year that ends in a “5”. 

 

There you have it, 2015 will not be negative as popular market axioms go.  This is just one in a line 

of many, including:  The Super Bowl Prognosticator, The Hemline Prognosticator, The Dow 

Theory (actually not a bad one to follow) and the less followed Zodiac Predictors.  

 

FED-X:  The Second Half Act 

  

With apologies to Federal Express, The “FED-X” in this market is the Federal Reserve and the wild 

card they hold for raising rates, what we will call the “x-factor”.  The “x-factor” is the obvious:  

When will the Fed initial “liftoff” occur?  Wiser market observers than us suggested June 2015 for 

the first “lift”.  That deadline has come and gone.  Attention has now turned toward September of 

2015.  With the Chinese cutting rates at the end of the quarter, and with the Greeks defaulting on 

$1.7 billion to the IMF on June 30th, it’s hard to see daylight for a September rate hike. 

 

Interestingly enough, any September rate hike would coincide with another Greek repayment 

deadline to the IMF (one September 7th, one due September 19th), so September could be a doozy of 

a month.  The FOMC meets in between these meetings.  Speculation surrounds what would happen 

to the economy when/if/maybe the feared quarter-point rate hike occurs.  We’ve been consistent 

with our observation that it would not come in June of this year (but it should have) and last 

month’s Fed meeting seemed extremely “dovish” to market observers, stoking a rally in the markets 

after the June meeting concluded.  We will repeat what we said previously:  The Fed should “rip off 

the band-aide and get it over with”.  
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Moving the rate one-quarter of a point is so trivial as to verge on the absurd, but market participants 

seem to be betting on which way it breaks.  We have to admit being in that group of worriers since 

we cannot predict what the herd mentality will produce.  We rely on our experience and if history 

rhymes just a little, a quarter point rate hike should not produce widespread chaos.     

 

DOMESTIC EQUITY STATISTICS 

 

Index Returns for the Quarter YTD 

S&P 600 Small Cap -0.14% 3.47% 

NASDAQ Composite  1.75% 5.30% 

Dow Jones Industrial 

Average 

-0.90% -1.1% 

S&P 500 Index -0.23% 0.20% 

(Returns are without dividends.  Period Ending 6/30/2015.   

Source:  Morningstar and spindices.com) 

 

Company                  Percentage Weight                  Year to Date 2015  

 

S&P 500                                                                           0.20%    

Energy                               7.90%                                       -6.05%       

Materials                              3.1%                                    -0.60%   

Industrials                         10.1%                                    -4.13%       

Consumer Discretionary       12.8%                                       6.02% 

Consumer Staples                9.4%                                    -2.06% 

Health Care                       15.4%                                        8.74%       

Financials                          16.6%                                       -1.31%                   

Technology                        19.6%                                       -0.02%       

Telecommunications              2.3%                                        0.61% 

Utilities                                   2.8%                                    -12.3%          

 

Source:  Standard and Poor’s (www.spindices.com) 

 

 

  

http://www.spindices.com/
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Style Return Box for the Second Quarter 2015 

 VALUE CORE GROWTH 

LARGE +0.20% +0.26% +0.26% 

MID -1.22% -1.10% -0.99% 

SMALL -0.54% 0.21% 0.86% 

Information provided in the above chart represents the quarterly returns of the S&P indexes of iSharesClass of funds NAV returns. 

 

INTERNATIONAL 

 

All the world is a Greek tragedy and Greece is once again dominating the headlines.  Will it matter, 

or won’t it, if the Greek’s leave the European Union?  Their options are limited.  While Greek 

officials have visited with Russia and China, Russia can barely afford Vodka for a stiff drink let alone 

paying for the Ouzo.  We doubt the Greeks would want to take money from the Chinese. 

 

It has been a long time since the international markets were able to outperform the domestic United 

States markets.  Over the past 10 years the United States has handily outpaced the international 

markets, so it should be no surprise that with a boost from the ECB that the overseas markets are 

looking better.  We believe the turnaround is justified on the basis on the stimulus, however, we 

remain cautious on the lasting effects of the stimulus. 

 

We are looking for profits to expand for international companies while the Euro declines (or the 

strength of the dollar against most currencies, take your pick) and Central Bankers print money.  

This makes their goods and services cost less to buy relative to U.S. products.  That’s the mainline 

thinking, yet companies such as Apple continue to produce good profits despite the higher cost of a 

dollar denominated product.  So do not dismiss the continued earning power of U.S. companies 

with good brand and market cache.  It is simply time that Europe and some other parts of the world 

take the lead in increased earnings potential, and with $60 billion Euros per month to help it along, 

we think the international space will produce reasonable returns over the next 12 months. 
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FIXED INCOME 

 

If you are an intrepid investor you could load the boat on Greek and Puerto Rico bonds, but we 

would strongly advise against that move.  The fixed income market is for the most part a safe-haven 

section of a diversified portfolio.  Bonds do not make you rich, they usually help you sleep at night.  

The problem in the fixed income world is the end of a 30-year bull market marked by the zero 

interest rates we have had for the past eight years.  There are only a few ways to make yields bigger 

in a bond portfolio for the average investor (assuming most are not using derivatives!): 

 

 Go down in credit quality 

 Go out in maturity 

 Use funds that borrow money to magnify the yield 

 

All three of these plays were perfect ways to play a falling interest rate market (emphasis added).  In 

a market where rates dropped from 15% back in the early 1980’s to 1.3% during the nadir of the 

2008 financial crisis, these techniques were perfect for not only generating more yield, but big total 

returns in fixed income.  Bill Gross, the founder of PIMCO, would swear to it. 

 

Over the past few years it has been difficult to write this particular section of the quarterly 

commentary because nothing really changed in the outlook.  Rates have been pinned at zero and 

eventually they will start moving higher.  Our mantra has been credit quality and duration.  

 

EQUITIES 

 

As we mentioned earlier, stocks started to move higher in the last half of June immediately after the 

Fed meeting of June 17th.  Investors were buoyed by the message that the low-rate environment will 

continue for a while.  While the major averages have been trading around the edges of a gain or a 

loss, the big winner for the year, nay the past 15 years, has been the return of the Nasdaq to a new 

closing all-time high.  It has been a long-slog for investors in this space and it does reinforce the 

notion that investing is a long-term endeavor.  One needed the patience of Job to stick with a trade 

in the Nasdaq. 

 

Toward the end of June we saw what uncertainty can do to investor confidence.  With the Greek 

Government calling for a referendum vote on the bailout world markets had a sell-off.  Here in the 

States, the Dow dropped over 350 points on Monday, June 29th.    

 

The best performing sector for the first half of 2015 has been healthcare, where the sector is up 

8.74% through June 30th.  The handwriting is pretty clear for the sector to move higher with more 

consumption of healthcare and the ACA moving companies to merge.  Toward the end of the  
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quarter Cigna, Aetna and others were in full merger mania.  The rush to get bigger will only 

continue. 

 

The worst sector for the year has been the utility sector.  Down over 12% for the year, utilities suffer 

from “rate increase anxiety” associated with the Federal Reserve.  Clearly it is a lesson for yield 

investors that should be heeded.  Companies that offer fixed rates of returns will get caught in the 

cross-fire of rising rates and investor anxiety.  We think in terms of “total return”, the combination 

of income and price appreciation.  While utilities were the darlings of a year ago, their current 

performance reminds us that there is a reason they represent less than 3% of the S&P 500 index. 

 

IN SUMMARY 

 

The second half of 2015 will, unfortunately, be dominated by the questions surrounding rate hikes.  

It’s an insane parlor game that has gotten too far out of hand.  We would like to officially call for the 

Fed to go ahead and raise rates 25 basis points so we can get on with our lives.  Too much 

productive brain power has been wasted on the subject with nothing but market volatility to show 

for it.  Get it done in 2015 so we can focus on the elections and other more pressing matters. 

 

Uncertainty produces results like we saw in the first half.   Investors are cautioned to raise some cash 

(we are guilty on that score), watch the credit quality of the bond portfolio and not panic during 

flights to safety.  Resolution of uncertainty is the best medicine for a second-half market rally.  

Unfortunately, expect a rocky rest of the summer as Greece continues to dominant the news cycle. 

 

Earning season kicks off in the middle of July with Alcoa leading the charge.  A bell-weather stock 

for manufacturing, the markets will most likely trade conservatively in advance of earnings reports.  

There is concern that the GDP is not as robust as economists would like (quite frankly, we would 

love to see a print of 3% for a couple of quarters!), and with Greece now front-and-center, more 

uncertainty means treading water until we get a clearer picture on results and some resolution to 

Europe. 

 

Those investors with cash, and recall that we have suggested raising some cash, should get the 

shopping list ready.  Take a look back at page 2 of this commentary and review the sector 

performance once again, but be prudent.  Clearly utilities look tempting, but they still trade at a high 

historical price-to-earnings ratio of over 15 times.  Still some downside for that area.  Energy is 

another area that has taken some patience.  With world-wide prices depressed, it only takes one 

refinery fire or international event to turn that oil tanker around.  Long-term energy is here to stay as 

we all need gasoline, heating oil and natural gas to make things run. 
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We’ve mentioned health care and there is still upside for that sector.  The ACA will continue to spur 

mergers, innovations and new service models to compete for an aging clients.  Witness the merger 

activity currently going on and that should suggest that those seeking mergers understand a new 

order is in the making with the health care law. 

 

Finally there is the technology sector.  This quarter the Nasdaq finally returned to its all-time high 

after a 15-year hiatus.  Talk about being a patient investor.  There is a message in that saga, one that 

reminds us when prices get into the truly “stupid” level, investors pay dearly.  Today, however, the 

technology has caught up with “user ability”, meaning the services and products produced by this 

sector are truly creating value and the users are able to put them to work for their benefit.  

Technology will continue to shape, and reshape, how we work, play and live.  
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